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Hand Spray Adjusting Bar
(30" and 48" or cut to length desired)
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The Symmons hand spray adjusting bar is designed for 
easy installation and a neat, clean appearance.

No exposed screws, vertical slide with large acrylic knob, 
polished chrome plated brass tube, mounting ends.

Mounts 1/4" from finish wall so it cannot be used as a 
grab bar.  Grab bars should be in all shower or tub shower 
applications where so required.

REPLACEMENT PARTS
ITEM DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER

1
Wand (chrome)

Wand (STN)
FP-1

EF-100-STN

2 Wall Elbow 40A

3 Slide Mechanism FP-SM3

4 60" Hose EF-104

WARNING:  
This product can expose you to chemicals including 
lead, which is known to the state of California to cause 
cancer, birth defects, or other reproductive harm. For 
more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

Installation:  (When job cutting, use tubing cutter and 
cut excess from end with holes). 

1. Screw top mounting end to wall at proper position.

2. With vertical slide on bar as shown, assemble 
bottom mounting end to end of bar that has large 
and small hole.  Large hole in bar should face 
forward and line up with hole in face of mounting 
end.  Push bar onto top mounting end.

3. Plumb bar and screw bottom mounting end to wall.

4. To convert the hand spray adjusting bar to a friction 
up and down slide action (i.e. no requirement to use 
the bar slide knob), unscrew slide knob and replace 
with the enclosed hex socket head set screw.  
Tighten set screw so that slide can be moved up and 
down with minimal (less than 5 lbs.) force.

Note: Append finish code to part number for premium 
finish (wand becomes EF-100-STN).




